
KEY MECHANICAL FEATURES

MultiGrip handlebars •

Performance fan 26 blades

Weighted inertia ring •

Drive system Single Stage Belt

Sealed bearings at pivot 
points

•

Solid steel cranks •

Stabilizer feet/levelers •

Foot pegs •

Replaceable pedals •

Multiposition seat •

Replaceable seat •

Water bottle holder •

Wind diverter °

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Max user weight 350 lbs (160 kg)

Footprint
55"L x 26"W x 53"H 
(140 x 66 x 135 cm)

Product weight 113 lbs (51 kg)

ELECTRONIC FEATURES

LCD tachometer display •

Resistance levels
Progressive wind 

resistance

Quick Start •

Quick program keys •

Polar® wireless heart rate 
compatible

•

Watts calibration •

Class A Watts rating •

WORKOUTS

Number of programs 9

AIRDYNE PRO WORKOUTS

Manual •

20/10 Interval •

30/90 Interval •

Custom Interval •

Time Target •

Calorie Target •

Kilojoules Target •

Miles Target •

Kilometers Target •
OCTANEFITNESS.COM 

888-OCTANE4

BURN MORE CALORIES
Exercisers burn more calories on the 
Airdyne Pro bike compared to a leading 
competitor fan bike at the same RPM*. 
The custom-designed performance fan 
enables them to generate more watt power 
efficiently. That means greater motivation 
and results.
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New Technology Delivers 
Totally New Spin on Classic 
Schwinn® Airdyne® Pro Bike

INHERENT SUPERIORITY
It’s simple to see why the Airdyne Pro bike is superior. With its 

custom designed, 26-blade performance fan and single-stage 

belt drive, the Airdyne Pro bike responds to an exerciser’s 

power,  and helps to reduce wasted energy for more efficient, 

effective workouts.

AIRDYNE PRO

A I R D Y N E  P R O  B I K E  S P E C I F I C A T I O N S  • Standard   ° Optional
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Leading competitor 
fan bike

*Engineering internal study versus a leading competitor fan bike at the same RPM.
Individual results will vary.

FAN BIKE 
WITH 

TWO-CHAIN 
SYSTEM



UPPER-BODY WORKOUT
With the Airdyne 

Pro bike, you benefit 

from total-body 

exercise for maximum 

caloric burn and greater 

conditioning.  MultiGrip 

handlebars offer horizontal 

and vertical placement options 

to target different muscles, add 

comfort and enhance your 

workout. Stationary anti-slip 

foot pegs feature triple-sided 

grip pads to provide more 

traction and enable you to 

isolate the upper-body for 

concentrated effort while taking 

the legs out of the action.

AN ICON REDEFINED
With a long heritage of innovation and performance, the Schwinn Airdyne bike 

is a classic workhorse that has delivered superior cardio workouts for decades. 

Everyone from beginning exercisers to athletes has experienced its smooth 

motion and user-controlled resistance that have defined the legendary Airdyne 

as one of the most popular traditional fitness machines in history.  And now, this 

breakthrough fan technology has been precisely refined for greater challenge and 

customized intensity for today’s exercisers. 

CUSTOMIZED 
COMFORT

Thoughtfully designed 

for supreme comfort, the 

Airdyne Pro bike fits a wide 

variety of users with multiple  

fore/aft seat adjustments 

and height adjustments. 

Biomechanically correct 

positioning helps to deliver 

optimal leg engagement 

with each pedal stroke.  You 

benefit from efficient and 

effective motion.  An oversized, 

cushioned seat boosts comfort, and 

the universal rail and clamp system lets 

you remove the seat and use your own. 

CONSOLE TECHNOLOGY
Simple and intuitive to navigate, the digital 

display delivers the essential stats at your 

fingertips. Get into a program at the push 

of a button, and track your performance 

in heart rate, RPM, distance, watts and 

calories. Keep an eye on the addictive 

tachometer that visually signals 

how hard you’re exercising and 

provides the average calorie burn 

per minute — and don’t resist 

the compulsion to push you 

harder to bury the needle!

METABOLIC CONDITIONING
The beauty of the Schwinn Airdyne 

is its complete versatility to meet 

the needs of beginning exercisers 

or those recovering from an 

injury to elite athletes.  For the 

greatest caloric expenditure and 

most effective cardiovascular 

conditioning, capitalize on the 

high-intensity interval training 

(HIIT) programs that are 

comprised of short bursts of 

all-out effort followed by 

brief recovery, and then 

repeating the regimen. 

Choose a preset 

program, or design 

your own routine.

PERFORMANCE-DRIVEN
Built around the power of progressive wind 

resistance, the Schwinn Airdyne bike is an 

iconic machine in a class of its own for 

low-impact, total-body workouts for 

every level exerciser. The Schwinn 

Airdyne bike features new air 

resistance technology  and combines 

a robust, 26-blade performance fan 

with a responsive single stage belt drive 

that leverages your power to generate 

resistance – and keeps you in control of your 

intensity level. Push harder for greater resistance, 

and slow down for recovery periods. Fluid motion and 

rhythmic sound invigorate and add motivation whether 

you’re taking a leisurely ride or tackling high-intensity intervals.


